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Abstract

Understanding the gas-phase chemistry of secondary organic aerosol (SOA)
formation is critical for accurate estimation of the effect of these aerosol
on Earth’s radiative balance. Additionally, the direct detection of the
precursor molecules involved in these chemical reactions at atmospheric
pressure without pre-treatment is valuable. In this work, computational and
experimental methods are employed to 1) elucidate the thermodynamics and
the mechanisms of selected key radical-radical reactions in the atmosphere
and 2) investigate the efficiency of some of the chemical ionization mass
spectrometry methods in detecting the atmospherically relevant acids and
precursor compounds involved in the formation of SOA.

The main oxygen containing radical species in our atmosphere, and also the
key focus of this study, are hydroxy (OH), hydroperoxy (HO2), alkoxy (RO)
and peroxy (RO2) radicals. Our computational study on the favorability of
the radical recycling product channels of RO2 + HO2 and RO2 + RO2 reac-
tions (RO + OH + O2 and RO + RO + O2, respectively) for RO2s derived
from the oxidation of a set of the highest globally emitted monoterpenes
showed that the two reactions were thermodynamically favorable for all
the studied systems, and that for some of them, especially the O3 oxidized
systems, the rate-limiting transition state energies can be low enough to
render the reactions competitive in atmospheric conditions. Peroxy radical
reactions with the atmospheric oxidant OH and alkoxy radicals RO were
found to first form a trioxide adduct (ROOOH and ROOOR, respectively).
While the former rapidly decompose to RO + HO2 and R(O)OH + O2
products for the model β-oxo and acetyl RO2 systems, respectively, the
ROOOR adducts from the latter can have lifetimes in the range of 10 - 100
s (for the homo and hetero alkyl and β-oxo systems). We note that the
concentrations of these adducts are quite small (3×104 molecules cm−3 at
the higher limit of ambient RO concentrations). However, if the reacting
RO2 and RO radicals are sufficiently large and oxidized, the product adducts
can directly be involved in SOA formation.
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The modeling of iodide-based chemical ionization mass spectrometer (iodide-
CIMS) using computational methods showed that relatively low-level com-
putational theory can produce reasonable correlation between molecule·I−

cluster binding enthalpies and iodide-CIMS instrumental sensitivities . While
some outliers were observed (lower than expected binding enthalpies for
clusters that were detected at the maximum possible sensitivity of the
instrument, for example), the method outlined in our study can be a quick
indicator of the detectibility of an analyte by an iodide-CIMS. Additionally,
the direct detection of the HO2 radical experimentally using an iodide-CIMS
was demonstrated. The comparison of iodide- and nitrate-CIMS spectra for
a cyclohexene ozonolysis experiment showed that the iodide-CIMS method
was capable of detecting the less oxidized (oxygen:carbon O/C ratio of
0.5 - 0.66) molecules more efficiently than nitrate-CIMS. Higher oxidized
molecules (O/C ratio 1 - 1.5) were detected equally well by both methods.
Finally, the use of a new chemical ionization inlet (Multi-scheme chemical
IONization inlet, MION, Karsa Ltd, Helsinki, Finland), which is capable of
switching between two different reagent ions, bromide and nitrate, in 1 s
timescales was demonstrated and used to detect the ozonolysis products of
cyclohexene and α-pinene. Similarly to iodide-CIMS, the bromide-CIMS
was more adept at detecting the less oxidized species than the nitrate-CIMS,
whereas the higher oxidized molecules were more efficiently detected by the
nitrate-CIMS method. The successful demonstration of the MION inlet
opens up the possibility to use multiple CIMS methods concurrently and
detect a widest possible range of volatile organic compound (VOC) oxidation
products.
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Introduction

When the Voyager 1 spacecraft took a photo of the Earth from the outer
fringes of our solar system, the planet appeared as a faint blue dot, floating
against an incomprehensibly vast backdrop of nothingness. A sight that
inspired Carl Sagan to coin one of the most famous pieces of writing that
resonates with the child-like wonder in all our hearts: "Look again at the
dot. That’s here. That’s home. That’s us." That little dot contains all
the complexities that can take in sun’s light and warmth and transform a
watery rock into a cradle for life to thrive. Our atmosphere is crucial in
what makes our planet specially suited for life. By attempting to demystify
a minute fraction of the complex atmospheric processes, notably some of the
crucial elemental reactions that lead to cloud formation, I hope to inspire
you to continue to appreciate the planet we call home.

Ambient air is mostly made up of nitrogen (78%) and oxygen (21%). While
they are crucial to the planet, other gases in trace concentrations play an
equally vital role in making Earth a vibrant, livable planet. The critical role
of carbondioxide (CO2) in allowing plants to convert the light from the sun
into food through the process of photosynthesis possibly takes a backseat
in most people’s minds these days to the disastrous role it plays in global
climate change. Other important trace gases include methane and water
vapor, both greenhouse gasses that have a net warming effect on the planet.
[1, 2, 3, 4] While these molecules are extremely important and are deserving
of playing the lead role in a PhD thesis (and this is undoubtedly the case for
a number of theses on atmospheric studies), this thesis is not about them.
Here, we look at some of the other trace gases, notably those emitted by
terrestrial vegetation, that are pivotal in the formation of secondary organic
aerosol (SOA).

Here, some introductory text on the importance of SOA and their effect on
global climate is warranted. SOA, and most aerosol in general, have a net
cooling effect on the planet. This is due principally for two reasons: 1) they
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directly reflect sunlight back into space and 2) they lead to the formation of
clouds that can subsequently reflect sunlight back into space. The contribu-
tion of aerosol is therefore fundamentally in increasing the planet’s albedo
(or how efficiently the planet can reflect sunlight). Additionally, their crucial
role in the formation of clouds directly regulates global climate. While a
lot has been learned about the molecular level processes involved in the
formation of SOA, one can successfully make the case that we have barely
scratched the surface. The role of gas-phase sulfuric acid in the formation
of early clusters is now well established. A combination of sulfuric acid
and atmospheric base molecules, such as ammonia and some amines, are
thought to make up the composition of early clusters. Low-volatile organic
molecules are then reported to play a role by condensing on these acid-base
clusters and increasing the cluster size to the point where they can act as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN; sizes where water vapor can efficiently
condense on them and form clouds).

The process leading to the formation of these low-volatile organic com-
pounds starts with the oxidation of initially highly volatile organic com-
pounds (VOC). While these VOCs can have both anthropogenic (human)
and biogenic (natural) sources, this thesis focuses on the biogenically emit-
ted VOCs or BVOCs. One class of BVOCs is monoterpenes, which make
up about 11% of the total annual BVOC emission. Monoterpenes are fairly
large molecules and their oxidation products make an important part of the
lowest-volatility SOA. Molecules belonging to this class have an elemental
composition of C10H16 and include molecules such as α-pinene, β-pinene,
limonene, ocimene, Δ3-carene, among others. Once emitted, these molecules
are rapidly oxidized by the atmospheric oxidants. A detailed account of
the oxidation process is provided in Chapter 2. This oxidation process can
lead to the formation of highly oxygenated organic molecules (HOM) that
can potentially have extremely low volatilities - ideal for condensing onto
pre-existing particles and form SOA. [5, 6]

The chemistry underlying these oxidation reactions and the formation
of these HOM is broad. In this thesis, we looked at a small subset of these
chemical reactions. In addition, the instruments that are currently used to
detect the gas-phase precursor molecules involved in the formation of HOM,
namely chemical ionization mass spectrometer are not well characterized;
the chemistry between the analyte molecules and the reagent ions used in
a specific CIMS method are not completely clear. We shed light into this
issue specifically for an iodide-based chemical ionization mass spectrometer
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(iodide-CIMS) by employing computational methods to characterize the
analyte-reagent ion chemistry. In addition, we used multiple CIMS methods
in laboratory experiments to detect VOC oxidation products and compared
their predilection for molecules with different degrees of oxidation.

1.1 Objectives of the thesis

The main objectives of this thesis are to:

1. Relate calculated molecule·I− cluster binding enthalpies with their
measured iodide-CIMS sensitivities for a set of atmospherically relevant
VOC oxidation products and organic and inorganic acids. The iodide-
CIMS sensitivities should have a positive correlation to cluster binding
enthalpies as fewer of the more strongly bound clusters are likely to
lose their charge inside the mass spectrometer relative to the less
strongly bound clusters.

2. Predict the instrument sensitivities using the established relation and
detect in a laboratory setting presently undetected gas-phase molecules
such as the HO2 radical and the products of cyclohexene oxidation.

3. Explore computationally the thermodynamics and kinetics of gas-
phase reactions of peroxy radicals (RO2) derived from monoterpene
oxidation. In particular, study the less explored radical recycling
product channels of RO2 + HO2 and RO2 + RO2. Additionally,
investigate the bimolecular reactions of RO2 with alkoxy radicals and
with OH.

3
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Oxidation of biogenic VOCs and im-
portant radical reactions in the at-
mosphere

Terrestrial vegetation is the dominant source of non-methane VOCs in the
atmosphere. It accounts for about 90% of the emission total, [7] which is
about 1150 Tg C annually. [8] These biogenically derived VOCs (BVOCs)
affect both gas-phase and heterogeneous chemistry in the troposphere.
[9, 10, 11, 12, 13] These molecules are often quite reactive and their atmo-
spheric lifetimes are therefore correspondingly short, ranging from minutes
to hours. [13] They can also have a significant influence on the concentrations
of carbon monoxide (CO), OH and ozone. [14, 15, 16] Additionally, they play
a critical role in new particle formation in the atmosphere. [17, 18, 19, 20]

The dominant sink channels of the reactive VOCs are reactions with atmo-
spheric oxidants. There are two general mechanisms for the oxidation of
alkane and alkene VOCs. Alkane VOC oxidation by OH and NO3 occurs
by H-abstraction from the various C-H bonds. For alkenes, oxidation is
more likely from the addition of OH, NO3 and O3 to the C=C bond. An
illustration of the main sources and sinks of the atmospheric oxidants and
the products of some of their reactions with BVOCs is shown in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic of the main sources of atmospheric oxidants and
the products of some of their reactions with BVOCs. Note: anthropogenic
emissions only include NOx here, but should in principle include anthro-
pogenic volatile organic compounds (AVOCs) that are oxidized by OH, NO3
and O3.

In the following section, we describe the sources and sinks of these
atmospheric oxidants. We limit our description to the oxidation of alkene
BVOCs as these were the focus of the articles that comprise this thesis.

2.1 Alkene + Oxidant Reactions

While there are many oxidants in the liquid-phase, the three dominant
atmospheric oxidants in the gas-phase are OH, NO3, and O3. Daytime
OH concentrations in the boundary layer are typically between 1×106 and
1×107 molecules cm−3 in pristine [21] and polluted [22] conditions, respec-
tively. The latter is likely the upper limit of steady state OH concentrations.
Despite their relatively low concentrations, OH radicals dominate daytime
chemistry in the troposphere due to their high reactivity. For example, the
reaction rate coefficients of OH radicals with β-pinene (biogenic VOC) and
toluene (anthropogenic VOC) at 298 K are around 9×10−11 cm3 molecule−1

s−1 [23] and 6×10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 [24], respectively. The fastest
possible bimolecular rates are in the 1×10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 range
due to the gas-kinetic collision limit, so these OH reactions are quite fast.

The dominant OH source in the troposphere is photolysis of ozone and
the subsequent reaction of the excited oxygen atom O(1D) with water (see
reactions 2.1 and 2.2). Other OH forming channels include the photolysis of
nitrous acid (HONO), [25] ozonolysis of alkenes, and photolysis of aldehydes
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and peroxides in the presence of NO and NO2.

O3
hν−→ O(1D) + O2 (2.1)

O(1D) + H2O → 2OH (2.2)

The high reactivity of the radical translates to an atmospheric lifetime of
OH of less than 1 s. The main OH loss channels in the atmosphere are
reactions with CO and CH4, generating HO2 and CH3O2, respectively.

OH + CO → CO2 + H (2.3)

H + O2 + M → HO2 + M (2.4)

OH + CH4 → CH3 + H2O (2.5)

CH3 + O2 + M → CH3O2 + M (2.6)

Here M is a third body that only acts to collisionally stabilize the product
complex.

OH is a daytime radical since the major OH formation channels involve
photolysis reactions. In addition, its extremely short lifetime means that a
clear diurnal cycle is observed for OH. It peaks during the noon at maximum
sunlight and reduces to essentially zero at sun down. As mentioned in the
beginning of this chapter, OH is an important atmospheric oxidant and
alkene oxidation by OH primarily involves the preferential addition of OH
to the less substituted carbon atom. This forms the more substituted, and
consequently more stable, alkyl or allylic radicals. [26, 27]

Oxidation by the nitrate radical (NO3) predominantly occurs during the
night as the radical is rapidly photolyzed during the day due to its strong
absorption throughout the visible region of the solar spectrum. [28]

NO3 + hν → NO + O2 (2.7)

NO3 + hν → NO2 + O(3P ) (2.8)

Sources of NO3 radical in the troposphere are reactions between NO and
NO2 with O3:

NO + O3 → NO2 + O2 (2.9)

NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2 (2.10)

Reactions 2.9 and 2.10 have rate coefficients of the order of 2×10−14 and
1×10−16 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. [29]
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NO3 can react with NO2 to form N2O5, which readily dissociates and
establishes an equilibrium with NO3. [28]

NO3 + NO2 + M ⇀↽ N2O5 + M (2.11)

Nighttime NO3 concentrations have been measured to be around 2.5×107

to 1.2×108 molecules cm−3 over the remote marine boundary layer and up
to 1×109 molecules cm−3 in the semipolluted continental air masses. [28]
The lifetime of the radical during the night is around 1400 h due to the low
photolysis rate of 2×10−7 s−1 at full moon. [28] It should be noted that
recent reports suggest that NO3 can play a role also during the day. [30, 31]

Martínez et al. experimentally determined the rate constants of the reac-
tion between NO3 and a set of monoterpenes; 2-carene, sabinene, myrcene,
α-phellandrene, d-limonene, terpinolene and γ-terpinene, at 298 K and
found them to be between 9.4-52×10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. The lowest
and highest rate constants corresponded to d-limonene and terpinolene,
respectively. The reaction is predominantly via the NO3 addition to the
double bond. [32] Reaction via hydrogen abstraction is a relatively minor
channel, but it leads to the formation of HNO3 and peroxy radicals. [28, 33]

Tropospheric ozone (O3) is mainly produced by the photolysis of NO2.

NO2 + hν → NO + O(3P ) (2.12)

O(3P ) + O2 → O3 (2.13)

Stratosphere-to-troposphere transport (STT) is an important source too,
contributing to 13% and 34% of the lower and upper tropospheric ozone
concentration, respectively. [34]

As can be seen in equations 2.1 and 2.2 and equations 2.9 and 2.10, O3 is the
main parent molecule of both OH and NO3 radicals. As the major source
of O3, NO2 is ultimately needed for oxidation. The main anthropogenic
sources of NO2 in the atmosphere are combustion of coal and oil. Lightning
strikes can be an important natural source of NO2. NO2 is also generated
by reactions of NO with peroxy radicals.

HO2 + NO → NO2 + OH (2.14)

RO2 + NO → NO2 + RO (2.15)
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The lifetime of ozone in the troposphere ranges from a few weeks to a few
months. [35] Typical ozone concentrations in the boreal forest conditions of
Hyytiälä can reach levels of 40 ppb. [36] Reaction rate coefficients for VOC
+ O3 reactions is dependent on the structure of the reacting VOCs. The
cyclic monoterpenes α-pinene and β-pinene have reaction rate coefficients
at 298 K of ∼8×10−17 and ∼2×10−17 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, respectively, for
the reaction with O3 [37] while the same for the linear β-ocimene molecule
is ∼4×10−16 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. [38]

The oxidation of alkenes by ozone addition is different to the addition
reactions of OH and NO3 described previously (see Figure 2.2). O3 initially
adds to the double bond, forming a constrained trioxide structure called
the primary ozonide (POZ), which rapidly decomposes into a Criegee in-
termediate (CI; carbonyl oxide) and a stable carbonyl compound. The CI
can be stabilized via collisions with other gas molecules. Stabilized CIs are
important in the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere and SOA formation
[39, 40, 41, 42] or it can isomerize via H-shift and form a (vinoxy-type) alkyl
radical + OH. The alkyl radical can then add an O2 in the atmosphere,
forming a peroxy radical.

Figure 2.2: Ozonolysis reaction of an alkene. The primary ozonide (POZ)
decomposes into a Criegee intermediate (CI) and a carbonyl compound.
The CI forms a vinyl hydroperoxide (VHP) by a 1,4 hydrogen shift, followed
by OH loss to form a vinoxy radical. The vinoxy radical then adds an
oxygen molecule, forming a peroxy radical.

Due to their reactions with atmospheric oxidants, the lifetimes of BVOCs
such as monoterpenes vary from minutes to few hours. [43] Some of the
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radical products from the oxidation of VOCs that play an important role in
gas-phase atmospheric chemistry are described in the following section.

2.2 Formation of peroxy and other important rad-
ical species in the atmosphere

Oxidation by OH, NO3 and O3 all result in the formation of an alkyl radical
that rapidly adds an O2 molecule in the atmosphere to form a peroxy radical
(RO2).

R• + O2 + M → RO•
2 + M, (2.16)

where M denotes air molecules that collisionally stabilize RO2. The ki-
netics and mechanisms of the reactions of these peroxy radicals determine
the primary oxidation products and their characteristic chemical behav-
ior. Peroxy radicals can undergo multiple bimolecular sink reactions in
the atmosphere with HO2, NO and other RO2, with generally applicable
order-of-magnitude reaction rate coefficients of ∼1×10−11, 1×10−11 and
1×10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1, respectively, at 298 K. [44] Additionally, RO2
+ OH reaction has recently been suggested as an important sink for RO2 and
OH in pristine conditions [45, 46, 47, 48] with a fast reaction rate coefficient
of ∼1×10−10 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. [44]

In pristine conditions with high VOC concentrations, RO2 is mostly lost
to reactions with HO2 and other RO2. Steady-state RO2 concentrations in
these conditions can be ∼1×109 molecules cm−3. [49] In polluted environ-
ments, such as those in some of the mega-cities around the world, RO2 is
lost to reactions with NO. NO concentrations in the tens of parts per billion
(ppb), which is common in some of the Chinese megacities, would translate
to a steady state RO2 concentration of ∼1×107 molecules cm−3, two orders
of magnitude lower than in pristine conditions. [50]

In addition to reacting with peroxy radicals, the HO2 radical plays a very
important role in combustion and atmospheric reactions. [51, 52, 53] It is
generated in the atmosphere mainly by the reaction of the OH radical with
CO:

OH + CO → H + CO2 (2.17)

H + O2 → HO2 (2.18)

Another important source of HO2 is from the reaction between alkoxy
radicals (RO) and O2. This channel is discussed in more detail in the
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section discussing alkoxy radicals.

RO + O2 → R(O) + HO2 (2.19)

In low NOx conditions, HO2 is mainly lost to reactions with other peroxy
radicals. Reactions with RO2 can lead to radical and oxidant recycling in
the atmosphere (see reactions 2.22 and 2.23).

HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + O2 (2.20)

HO2 + RO2 → ROOH + O2 (2.21)

HO2 + RO2 → RO. + OH + O2 (2.22)

HO2 + RO2 → ROH + O3 (2.23)

The favorability of the three HO2 + RO2 reactions is dependent on the
structure of the R-group in the RO2 peroxy radical. For small RO2 radicals,
alkyl peroxy radicals predominantly undergo reaction 2.21. [54] Carbonyl
containing acyl radicals can undergo all three reactions, while acetonyl
radicals can undergo reactions 2.21 and 2.22. Reaction reaction 2.23 is only
possible for acyl-type RO2s. [55, 56, 57]

In polluted conditions, the HO2 radical is primarily lost to reactions with
NO, generating an OH radical and NO2:

HO2 + NO → OH + NO2 (2.24)

Unimolecular H-shift reactions can often compete with the bimolecular RO2
reactions in the atmosphere. [58, 59, 60] A unimolecular H-shift may be
followed by additional H-shifts, adding an O2 molecule in each step. This
process is known as autoxidation [61, 20] and it leads to the formation
of HOM that can potentially have very low volatilities and contribute to
SOA formation. Figure 2.3 depicts the autoxidation process for a ketone
compound. It should be noted that autoxidation is not the only unimolecular
pathway a peroxy radical can follow and an H-shift reaction can quickly lead
to the formation of a closed-shell product. Abstracting the H-atom from
the carbon in the COOH group, for example, terminates the autoxidation
process by forming a closed-shell carbonyl compound and releasing an OH.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of autoxidation in OH-initiated oxidation of ketones.
Following hydrogen abstraction by OH, the ketone adds an O2 molecule
to the radical carbon to form an RO2. The RO2 undergoes an H-shift
isomerization to form a hydroperoxide and a carbon centered radical, which
again adds an O2 to form the next RO2. This process can occur multiple
times to form molecules with a high oxygen to carbon ratio.

Alkoxy radicals are key intermediates in the atmospheric degradation
of VOCs and are the main subjects of Article III and Article IV. They
are therefore discussed in detail here. In pristine conditions, alkoxy radicals
are mostly generated from RO2 + RO2 and RO2 + HO2 reactions and in
polluted environments by RO2 + NO reactions. [62, 63] There are mainly
three decomposition channels of alkoxy radicals in the atmosphere. First,
unimolecular decomposition, which occurs through the breaking of the C-C
bond adjacent to the oxy radical, producing a carbonyl compound and an
alkyl fragment (see reaction 2.25). Second, alkoxy radicals can react with O2,
which leads to the abstraction of an α-hydrogen atom, generating a carbonyl
compound and an HO2 radical (see reaction 2.26). Third, alkoxy radicals
are lost to unimolecular H-shift (isomerization) reactions (see reaction 2.27).

RO → R
′

= O + R
′′

(2.25)

RO + O2 → R
′

= O + HO2 (2.26)
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RO ⇀↽ R
′
OH (2.27)

Due to their high loss rates (generally around 1×104 s−1 to 1×106 s−1 [63]),
alkoxy radicals are assumed not to undergo bimolecular reactions in the
atmosphere. However, a RO steady-state concentration of 1×105 cm−3 is
possible in highly polluted environments (see Article IV) and, therefore,
some bimolecular reactions involving alkoxy radicals can start to become
non-negligible. The mechanism of a bimolecular reaction between organic
peroxy and alkoxy radicals was explored in Article IV.

Monoterpenes constitute about 11% of the total annual BVOC emission,
amounting to 83.6 Tg(C) year−1. They include a number of compounds, all
with the chemical formula C10H16, with different structural and chemical
properties. On the basis of emission percentage, the five main monoter-
penes are α-pinene, β-pinene, limonene, trans-β-ocimene and Δ3-carene.
In Article III, the primary RO2 products from the oxidation of these
monoterpenes with the oxidants OH, NO3 and O3 were studied. Depending
on how the monoterpenes are oxidized and where the initial O2 molecule
adds, multiple RO2 isomers are possible. Article III describes the effect
of the different isomers and different conformers of a specific isomer on the
reaction Gibbs energies of atmospherically relevant gas-phase radical reac-
tions. It is important, therefore, that a distinction between an isomer and a
conformer, concepts that are often erroneously interchanged, is clearly made.

Isomers are compounds with the same elemental composition but with
different bonding patterns. One isomer cannot interchange with another, or,
more precisely, interconversions between two isomers are generally associated
with significant energy barriers as they involve the breaking and forma-
tion of covalent bonds. Conformers have the same elemental compositions
and the same bonding patterns, and differ only in the three-dimensional
arrangement of their atoms. Unlike isomers, the interconversion between
conformers are generally not associated with large barriers as conformers
only differ in the way the atoms are rotated around their bonds. While the
definition of a conformer described here also fits stereoisomers, such as the
R/S stereoisomery shown in Figure 2.4, the interconversion between R/S
isomers are associated with the breaking of bonds (and are therefore isomers
and not conformers). The different possible RO2 isomers for OH-oxidized
α-pinene system is shown in Figure 2.4. Four carbon-centered radicals are
possible following the initial OH addition and a total of 8 peroxy radicals
are possible following the addition of O2.
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Figure 2.4: Possible peroxy radical isomers for OH-oxidized α-pinene system.
There are four different possible alkyl radical isomers depending on the
position of the OH attack and each alkyl radical in turn has two different
RO2 isomers, and therefore 8 possible RO2 isomers in total.
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Theoretical Background

3.1 Quantum Chemistry

The work that comprises this thesis relies on the properties of molecules that
are calculated using quantum chemistry. These properties are derived from
the wave function ψ. In calculations on molecular systems, this in practice
usually means the employed basis set of atomic orbitals. The electronic
ground state wave function should in principle include all the ground state
information of the system under study in the non-relativistic limit and is
obtained by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation: [64]

Ĥψ(R, r) = Eψ(R, r) (3.1)

The Hamiltonian operator Ĥ describes the potential and kinetic energy of
the system, the wave function ψ(R, r) depends on the position of all nuclei
(R) and electrons (r), and E is the total energy of the system with the wave
function ψ(R, r).

Equation 3.1 cannot be solved exactly for many-electron atoms or molecules,
and some approximations need to be made to both the Hamiltonian (in
practice, the treatment of electron correlation) and the wave function (in
practice the employed basis set of atomic orbitals). The Hamiltonian ac-
counts for the physical treatment of the system, electron correlation accounts
for how the electrons interact with each other, and the basis set accounts
for the flexibility of the solution (number of basis functions representing
each atomic orbital).

Quantum chemical methods can be divided into wave function theory
(WFT) and density functional theory (DFT). The former is definitely ab
initio, which means that it does not require empirical data and can be
solved from first principles. In the case of DFT, it is arguable whether it
is ab initio as many DFT functionals are obtained by fitting to empirical data.
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Certain approximations are adopted when calculating the molecular Hamil-
tonian using quantum chemical methods. The first is the Born-Oppenheimer
(BO) approximation. [65] In this approximation, the position of the nucleus
is considered fixed in order to solve the motion of the electron. This is
reasonable as the light electrons move significantly faster than the heavier
nuclei and can respond instantly to changes in the position of the nuclei.
The Hamiltonian can consequently be separated into its electronic and
nuclear components and the electronic part can be solved separately while
keeping the nuclei position fixed.

Ĥ = K̂N + Ĥe + Ĥmp, (3.2)

where K̂N is the nuclear kinetic energy operator, Ĥe is the electronic Hamil-
tonian, and Ĥmp is the mass polarization operator that arises because it is
impossible to rigorously separate the center of mass motion from the internal
motion in a system containing more than two particles. As the nuclei are
assumed to be static, the nuclear kinetic energy operator can be neglected
when solving the electronic wave function. The nuclear motion is accounted
for in a subsequent step, typically by the rigid rotor harmonic oscillator
approximation (RRHO). The mass polarization operator also disappears
as it depends inversely on the total mass of the molecule and consequently
its effect is negligible in most cases. With BO, the electronic wave function
only depends on the electronic coordinates.

To better understand how this changes the molecular Hamiltonian, let
us first look at the parameters that make up a molecular Hamiltonian:

Ĥ = Te + Ve−e + TN + VN−N + Ve−N , (3.3)

where, Te and TN are the kinetic energy operators of the electrons and the
nuclei, respectively. The rest describe the potential energy of the system;
Ve−N describes the interaction of the nuclei with the electrons, Ve−e describes
the interaction between the electrons, and VN−N describes the interaction
between the different nuclei. BO allows the electronic wave function to
be solved for fixed nuclear positions. The nuclear coordinates are only
parameters in the electronic Hamiltonian:

Ĥe = Te + Ve−e + VN−N + Ve−N , (3.4)

and in the corresponding wave function. The electronic Hamiltonian is
solved for various nuclear coordinates to give a set of ground state electronic
energies as a function of the nuclear coordinates.
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Solving equation 3.1 exactly with the BO approximation is still impos-
sible for many-electron systems and therefore, further approximations need
to be introduced. This includes simplifying the electron correlation treat-
ment and the use of finite basis sets.

Approximate solutions to the Hamiltonian with the BO approximation
can be obtained by using the Hartree-Fock method (HF). In this method,
the wave function is built from the products of single-electron wave functions.
[66, 67] The wave function is represented as a single Slater determinant
(SD) to satisfy Pauli’s exclusion principle: [68]

ψSD(	r1, 	r2, · · · , 	rN ) =
1√
N !

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ϕ1(	r1) ϕ2(	r1) · · · ϕN (	r1)
ϕ1(	r2) ϕ2(	r2) · · · ϕN (	r2)

...
... . . . ...

ϕ1( 	rN ) ϕ2( 	rN ) · · · ϕN ( 	rN )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

The single-electron wave functions ϕi are called spin orbitals. In the non-
relativistic approach, the spin is taken into account in a ad hoc manner.
Each spin orbital consists of a spatial orbital that can include two spin states.
For computation, the Schrödinger equation needs to first be manipulated.
This can be done using variational calculus under the constraint that the
spin orbitals remain orthonormal. The N -electron Schrödinger equation can
be converted into N Hartree-Fock equations by minimizing the expectation
value of the electronic energy, 〈ψSD|Ĥelec|ψSD〉, with respect to the single-
electron functions ϕi:

(
1
2

∇2
i −

M∑
α=1

Qα

r̂iα
)ϕi(	r1) +

N∑
j=1

(
∫

ϕ∗
j (	r2)

1
r̂12

ϕj(	r2)ϕi(	r1)d	r2

−
∫

ϕ∗
j (	r2)

1
r̂12

ϕi(	r2)ϕj(	r1)d	r2) = εiϕi(	r1), (3.5)

where, i = 1 · · · N , ∇2
i operates on the electronic coordinates, M is the mass

and Q is the atomic number of the nucleus α, r̂iα and r̂ij are operators
between electron i and nucleus α and the electrons i and j. The solution for
any ϕi depends on the solutions of all the other ϕjs. The equations must
therefore be solved iteratively. This is done by converting the equations
into a matrix form to be solved via matrix manipulation routines. [69] The
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Hartree-Fock energy is obtained as:

EHF
elec =

N∑
i

εi − 1
2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

(
∫

ϕ∗
i (	r1)ϕ∗

j (	r2)
1

r̂12
ϕi(	r1)ϕj(	r2)d	r1d	r2

−
∫

ϕ∗
i (	r1)ϕ∗

j (	r2)
1

r̂12
ϕj(	r1)ϕi(	r2)d	r1d	r2), (3.6)

where εi corresponds to the energy of an electron described by the single-
electron wave function ϕi. Since HF is a variational method, the solution
will provide the best possible one-determinant, non-interacting, independent
particle approximation wave function ψSD in the average static Coulumb
field, with the corresponding ground state energy EHF

elec . While the HF
method can recover up to 99% of the electronic energy of a system, it does
not take into account electron correlation - the remaining 1%. Electron
correlation can be dynamic, which is the rapid response of electrons to
the movement of other electrons around them, and static, which comes
from the near degeneracy of electronic configurations. The lack of electron
correlation treatment has a significant impact on chemistry as without the
ability to respond to the movements of other nearby electrons, the electrons
are predicted to be too close to each other, resulting in bond lengths that
are too short. Also, bond energies are often very wrong. For chemistry,
getting accurate bond energies is paramount.

To account for electron correlation, the wave function can be constructed
using more Slater determinants, each with a specific electron configuration.
The different electron configurations are obtained by moving electrons from
occupied orbitals to unoccupied orbitals, called excitations. The excitations
can be single, double, triple, etc. depending on how many electrons are ex-
cited in all possible combinations. The new wave function is then optimized
as a function of the total energy.

Methods that account for electron correlation are called post-HF meth-
ods and include: Configuration Interaction (CI), Coupled Cluster (CC)
and Many-Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) methods. Out of these, CC
based methods are the most successful. [70, 71] The CC method describes
the wave function as:

ΨCC = eT̂ φ0 (3.7)

where T̂ is the cluster operator and is a sum of all possible excitation
operators (T̂ = T̂1 + T̂2 + · · · ; T̂1 contains single excitations, T̂2 contains
double excitations, and so on). The eT̂ function can be expanded as a Taylor
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series:

eT̂ = 1 + T̂ +
T̂ 2

2!
+

T̂ 3

3!
+ · · · (3.8)

The cluster operator T̂ can be expanded to include all the possible excita-
tions:

eT̂ = 1 + T̂1 + (
T̂ 2

1
2!

+ T̂2) + (
T̂ 3

1
3!

+ T̂1T̂2 + T̂3) + · · · (3.9)

The excitation operator T̂n contains all the nth order excitations. The CC
method provides the exact solution of the time-independent Schödinger
equation when all the excitations are included. The series expansion can
be truncated to include only specific electron excitation operators. The
inclusion of only the double excitations, or CCD, is the simplest way to
improve the HF result.

The CC method is generally not considered to be variational as the CC
wave function can only be solved variationally for small systems. [72] The
canonical CCSD(T) with the single, double and perturbative triple excita-
tions is the commonly used highly accurate post-HF method. This method
is only suitable for small systems as the calculation time scales N7, where N
is the system size defined by the number of basis functions. Basis functions
are described in detail later in the chapter. The steep scaling issue can be
avoided by making local approximations and by introducing terms into the
wave function that depend explicitly on interelectronic coordinates. F12 CC
methods have been shown to have improved basis set convergence compared
to the canonical CC methods by including interelectronic distances in the
methods. [73] This means that smaller basis sets can be used to achieve
a similar level of accuracy as the canonical CC methods. The recently
introduced domain-based local pair natural orbital (DLPNO), [74] a de-
velopment in the local correlation methods, shows a near linear scaling of
computational time with system size, making it suitable for large systems.
Instead of canonical delocalized orbitals, the DLPNO method uses pair
natural orbitals (PNO) that are localized and classified into domains. The
most important excitations that account for electron correlation are then
selected. The DLPNO-CCSD(T) method is reported to recover 99.6% of
the correlation energy of the canonical CCSD(T). [74] It should be noted
that while the coupled-cluster component of a DLPNO calculation scales
linearly, the initial HF calculation needed scales to N4.
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3.2 Density functional theory

Density functional theory (DFT) relies on the fact that the ground state
electronic energy can be determined completely by the electron density.
The notion that the energy of a molecule can be expressed in terms of its
electronic density dates back to the early works of Dirac, [75] Fermi, [76]
Thomas, [77] and Wigner. [78] Hohenberg and Kohn provided the formal
proof of this notion in 1964, [79] although the exact functionals that connect
the kinetic and electron-interaction energies to the electron density are still
unknown.

Kohn and Sham provided the set of self-consistent equations that are to be
solved to find a set of spin orbitals that are the basis of modern KS-DFT
methods: [80]

EDF T [ρ(r)] = Te[ρ(r)] + Jee[ρ(r)] + VNe[ρ(r)] + Exc[ρ(r)]. (3.10)

This equation connects the electron density to the energy of the system.
Te[ρ(r)] describes the kinetic energy of the system, Jee the Coulomb electron-
electron repulsion, VNe is the nuclear-electron attraction term, and Exc is
the exchange correlation functional. The kinetic energy Te is described by
considering the electrons as non-interacting, but having the same electron
density as the true system of interacting electrons. Exc corrects the approx-
imations made to the kinetic energy and the electron correlation to give the
exact solution. A disadvantage of the KS-DFT method is that the exact
value of Exc is not known. Practical K-S DFT calculations use different
approximations for it.

Solving the KS equations involves the solving of the orbitals that mini-
mize the energy of the system. While in the HF method the electrons
interact with the effective field that describes the average positions of the
electrons, in DFT, the electrons interact with the potential constructed
from the electron density of non-interacting electrons, with the same density
as the real system of interacting electrons.

3.3 DFT functionals

Accuracy of DFT methods depends on the exchange-correlation functional.
Since the exact functional is not known, several approximate functionals
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have been developed. Commonly used approximate DF functionals are local
density approximation (LDA), generalized gradient approximation (GDA),
meta-GDA and hybrid and double-hybrid functionals. There are currently
a huge number of GGA and hybrid functionals available and this makes
choosing an appropriate functional for the job at hand and comparisons
between functionals difficult.

3.3.1 LDA functionals

The LDA approximates the exchange-correlation energy density at a specific
position to be a function of the electron density at that position. It is
assumed that the density is a slowly varying function. As typically electron
density is far from being spatially uniform in real chemical systems, the
usefulness of LDA is rather limited. However, it is useful for modeling
periodic metal systems where the electron density varies gradually.

3.3.2 GGA and meta-GGA functionals

The LDA description can be improved by including the first derivative, or the
gradient, of the electron density in the electron-correlation functional. The
resulting generalized gradient approximation (GGA) represents a significant
improvement over the LDA. Examples of GGA functionals are BP86 [81, 82]
and PBE [83]. The functional can be further improved by including higher
order derivatives of the electron density or on the local kinetic energy density.
Meta-GGAs have been shown to be a slight improvement over GGAs with
similar computational costs. [84]

3.3.3 Hybrid and double-hybrid functionals

Hybrid functionals are formed by combining the GGA and meta-GGA
functionals with some of the exact electron exchange energy from the HF
theory. B3LYP is a popular hybrid functional which combines the Becke-3-
parameter exchange functional with Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional.
[85, 86]

Double-hybrid functionals include a fraction of MP2-correlation energy
into the hybrid functional in order to account for the virtual orbitals. An
example of such a functional is B2PLYP. [87]
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3.3.4 Dispersion Corrections

Long-range dispersion interactions arise from electron correlation in wave
function methods, but are poorly described by most DFT funtionals. [88]
The quality of modeling dispersion effects is highly functional dependent.
While functionals such as PW91 provide at least qualitatively correct inter-
action potentials for some van der Waals complexes, other functionals such
as B3LYP predict purely repulsive potentials. [89] Minnesota functionals,
such as M06-2X, have been parametrized to model dispersion interactions.
[90]

The dispersion interactions are included as an external correction in most of
the current dispersion-corrected methods. The DFT-D approach suggested
by Grimme treats dispersion as an additional emperical term to the DFT
energy: [91]

EDF T −D = EDF T + Edisp (3.11)

where, EDF T is the DFT energy and Edisp is the dispersion term. The
add-on dispersion term does not directly alter the wave function, electron
density or any other molecular properties. However, the geometries following
optimizations with and without dispersion corrections are different as the
former contributes to forces acting on atoms. [92] Range-separated hybrid-
GGA functional ωB97X-D developed by Mardirossian and Head-Gordon
contains ten parameters and non-local correlation effects. [93] It has been
shown to produce good structures and thermochemical parameters for
non-covalently bound molecular clusters. [94, 95, 96]

3.4 Basis sets

In the quantum chemical methods employed in this work, the electronic
structure of the studied molecules are optimized by first placing the electrons
in molecular orbitals that are constructed from a linear combination of
atomic orbitals. Each one-electron wave function (φ) can be written as a
linear combination of basis functions (χ):

φ =
∑

i

aiχi, (3.12)

where a are the coefficients that are solved in the calculation. In calculations
on molecular systems, the two most common basis function types are Slater-
type orbitals (STOs) and Gaussian-type orbitals (GTOs). Other types
include plane waves, grids and wavelets. The STO mimics the exact solution
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of the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom:

χζ,n,l,m(r,θ,φ = NYl,m(θ, φ)rn−1e−ζr, (3.13)

where, N is the normalization constant, Yl,m are the spherical harmonic
functions that depend on the angular moment quantum numbers l and m,
n is the principle quantum number, ζ controls the width of the orbital, and
r, θ and φ are the polar coordinates. STO has a direct physical interpreta-
tion for molecular orbitals. However, most of the required integrals in the
SCF procedure are calculated numerically, which drastically increases the
computational work load.

GTO are approximations of the orbitals of a hydrogen atom:

χζ,n,l,m(r, θ, φ) = NYl,m(θ, φ)r2n−2−le−ζr2
, (3.14)

STOs can be approximated as linear combinations of GTOs. Unlike STOs,
because the product of two GTOs can be written as a linear combination
of the GTOs, integrals with the Gaussian basis functions can be written
in closed form. This drastically reduces the computational time. However,
a single GTO does not correctly describe the solution of a one electron
atom and multiple GTOs are needed to describe one basis function. Each
STO, on the other hand, correspond to a basis function. The computational
methods used in this work all use GTOs to construct the basis functions.

3.4.1 Basis set sizes

The smallest possible basis set, called the minimal basis set, has one basis
function for each atomic orbital. For example, consider the electron config-
uration of carbon, i.e. 1s22s22p2. To satisfy the minimal requirement, the
basis set for carbon should include two s-type functions (1s2 and 2s2) and
three p-type functions (px, py and pz). Each basis function contain multiple
GTOs. A basis set that fulfills this minimal condition is called a single-ζ
(SZ) basis set. As can be inferred, a basis set that satisfies the minimal
requirement is not very accurate, especially when dealing with delocalized
valence electrons. Adding more basis functions per atomic orbital is a
straightforward method to increase the accuracy of the computation. A
double-ζ (DZ) basis set has two basis functions describing each occupied
atomic orbital. For the carbon atom, the DZ basis set will have a total of
10 basis functions (4 s-type and 6 p-type). Similarly, the accuracy can be
improved further by using basis sets that are triple-ζ (TZ), quadruple-ζ
(QZ) and so on. The computational effort and time increases rapidly with
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the increase in the number of basis functions used. In order to increase
the accuracy of the calculation while not allowing the computational cost
to get out of hand, split-valence basis sets were introduced. These basis
sets treat the core and valence electrons separately. The minimal basis set
requirement is satisfied for the core electrons, while more basis functions
are used to treat the more chemically important outer valence electrons.
Additionally, polarization and diffusion functions are added to allow more
flexibility for the electrons to delocalize. For the former, functions with an
angular moment one greater than the valence space is added. Not doing so
for the hydrogen atom, for example, will lead to the electron distribution
to be always spherical, and will neglect the fact that in real molecules,
the hydrogen atoms are polarized. By adding addition p-type functions,
the polarization effect for hydrogen atoms is taken into account. Diffuse
functions are used to allow the outer electron space to expand (important
for anions, for example).

3.5 Cluster thermodynamics and kinetics

The free energies, enthalpies and other thermochemical properties reported
in the studies that comprise this thesis are obtained after the ground state
electronic energies at T = 0K are calculated using the electronic structure
calculations discussed above. The different energetic contributions from the
translational, vibrational, and rotational degrees of freedom of molecular
systems are first assumed to be uncoupled. The total energy (εtot) can be
written as the sum:

εtot = εel + εtr + εvib + εrot, (3.15)

where εel is the electronic energy, εtr is the translational energy, εvib is the
vibrational energy and εrot is the rotational energy. The total partition
function of the system is expressed as:

qtot = qel × qtr × qvib × qrot. (3.16)

The total Gibbs free energy Gtot of the system is related to the total enthalpy
Htot and total entropy Stot as:

Gtot = Htot − TStot (3.17)

The total enthalpy and entropy is expressed as the sum of the corresponding
electronic, translational, vibrational, and rotational contributions. Each
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component of the enthalpy (HX) is calculated from the corresponding
partition function component:

HX = kBT 2(
∂ ln qX

∂T
)V + kBTV (

∂ ln qX

∂V
)T . (3.18)

Similarly, for entropy (SX):

SX = kBT (
∂ ln qX

∂T
)V + kB ln(qX). (3.19)

Here qX is the partition function of either electronic, translational, vibra-
tional, or rotational degree of freedom, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the temperature and V is the volume.

The rigid rotor harmonic oscillator (RRHO) approximation is generally used
to calculate vibrational frequencies. The approximation assumes molecules
behave as equilibrated ideas gas particles and temperature is taken into
account by assuming that the molecular structures vibrate harmonically
about their equilibrium geometries and all rotational modes are rigid. The
RRHO approximation is not always appropriate for all vibrational modes
of large molecules and for hydrogen bonded clusters.

Computational methods described thus far in this chapter were used to
compute both the thermodynamics and the kinetics of reactions. It is
important, therefore, to make a concrete distinction between the two con-
cepts. A good rule of thumb in physical chemistry is that the feasibility
of a reaction cannot be determined only from thermodynamics; reactions
that are thermodynamically favorable can still have kinetic barriers that
restrict them. The clusters calculated in Articles I and II were formed
without kinetic barriers, and their stabilities can therefore be ascertained
from just thermodynamics. The formation of a cluster C, for example, by
the association of reactants A and B at thermodynamic equilibrium is given
by:

A + B −−⇀↽−− C (3.20)

The formation free energy of C, ΔG is given by:

ΔG = ΔH − TΔS, (3.21)

where, ΔH is the change in enthalpy, ΔS is the change in entropy and ΔG
= G(C) - G(A) - G(B).
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Both the enthalpy and the entropy decreases during the clustering pro-
cess; the enthalpy decreases as the formation of the H-bonded clustering
process is exothermic, and the entropy decreases as going from free reactants
to a H-bonded cluster essentially reduces the number of degrees of freedom.
This implies that for a cluster forming reaction to be feasible, i.e. ΔG < 0,
the intramolecular interactions in the cluster need to overcome the entropy
penalty.

Reactions with kinetic barriers were studied in Articles III and IV. Kinetic
barriers, or transition states (TS), are first-order saddle points on the poten-
tial energy surface. A saddle point is a local maximum along one coordinate
and minimum in all other coordinates. The breaking of covalent bonds are
usually associated with a TS. As in the clustering process explained above,
the TS complex also experiences an entropy penalty relative to the sepa-
rated reactants (and products) and a decrease in enthalpy from favorable
intra-molecular interactions. By calculating the two parameters, the Gibbs
free energy of the TS can be found using equation 3.21. This was exactly
what was done in Article III. Because the studied systems were quite
large (monoterpene derived molecules), only the reaction free energies were
calculated for the reaction RO2 + HO2 → RO + OH + O2. The entropy
penalty and the enthalpic contributions to the TS for a smaller but similarly
functionalized "R" relative to the products was calculated. This was then
used to approximate the rate-limiting TS of the actual monoterpene-derived
systems.

The approach of estimating the TS energy from the overall reaction energy
is not novel and is similar to the Brønsted-Evans-Polanyi (BEP) principle.
[97, 98, 99] The BEP principle postulates that, for an elementary reaction,
there exists a linear relationship between the activation barrier and the
reaction energy. It should be noted that the reactions in Article III are
not elementary as they involve multiple intermediate and transition state
complexes along the reaction coordinate. The entire reaction pathway for
alkyl, acyl and acetonyl RO2 + HO2 reaction are provided by Hasson et al.
[57]
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Mass Spectrometry

Mass spectrometry requires that the gas-phase sample is ionized (positively
or negatively charged) and isolated electrically or magnetically by its mass-
to-charge ratio. The idea of mass spectrometry is relatively old; it was
originally put forth by J. J. Thomson as far back as 1913. [100] The first
prototype of modern static magnetic mass spectrometers was built by E.
W. Aston in 1919. [101]

In the past three decades, the field of mass spectrometry has evolved
and has found applications in a multitude of disciplines that covers physical,
life and health sciences. [102, 103, 104] Mass spectrometers are used by
astronomers to detect the constituents of solar wind [105] and the atmo-
spheres of other celestial bodies in the solar system, [106] by environmental
scientists to detect toxins in contaminated fish, [107] by biologists to identify
the composition of structures of complex molecules such as carbohydrates,
proteins, and nucleic acids, [108, 109] and many more.

In this thesis, we focus on the use of mass spectrometers in studying
important trace gas molecules in the atmosphere; in particular, a chemical
ionization atmospheric pressure interface time of flight mass spectrometer
(CIMS).

4.1 Components of a mass spectrometer

A mass spectrometer can be divided into three main components: ion-
izer, mass analyzer, and detector. Ionization methods employed by mass
spectrometers can be broadly divided into "hard" and "soft" techniques.
"Hard" ionization techniques, such as electron ionization, impart high en-
ergy (commonly ∼70 eV or ∼6754 kJ/mol in electron ionization) [110] to
the sample molecules during the ionization process and can lead to the
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fragmentation of the sample. "Soft" ionization methods, on the other hand,
impart relatively little energy during ionization and are therefore unlikely
to lead to fragmentation. Examples of soft ionization techniques include
electron spray ionization (ESI), matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI), chemical ionization (CI), and others. Minimal sample fragmen-
tation during the ionization process is important when studying complex
molecules as this simplifies species identification, and the "soft" ionization
technique is therefore often preferred when studying atmospheric trace gases.

The mass analyzer component of the instrument separates the ions based
on their mass to charge (m/z) values. The popular mass analyzers that
are currently used are quadrupole (Q), quadrupole ion trap (QIT), time-of-
flight (TOF) and Fourier transform ion cyclotrone resonance (FT-ICR). The
different analyzers vary in their resolution and mass range. The quadrupole
analyzer consists of four parallel electric rods; a direct current potential
(U) is applied to two of the rods and other two are linked to an alternating
radio-frequency (with frequency ω potential (V ). From the ionizer, the ions
are directed towards a quadrupole by an electric field. A negatively charged
ion, for example, will move towards the positively charged quadrupole.
Changing the polarity will induce the ion to change its path before strik-
ing the quadrupole. The ions will therefore undergo a complex oscillatory
trajectory and by controlling the values U , V and ω, ions within a narrow
m/z range can be transmitted towards the detector. The advantages of the
quadruple analyzer include low cost, small size and an ease of maintenance.
However, they have a limited mass range of less than 4000 Th and low
resolving power. The unit Thomson (Th) is the unit of mass/charge. 1 Th
= 1u/e = 1.0364 × 10−8 kg/C.

The instrument discussed in the articles comprising this thesis has a TOF
analyzer and is described in the following section.

4.2 Chemical ionization atmospheric pressure in-
terface time of flight mass spectrometer (CIMS)

A chemical ionization atmospheric pressure interface time of flight mass
spectrometer (CIMS) was used in the experimental work described in this
thesis. The atmospheric pressure interface enables the sampling of the
ambient gases without pretreatment, allowing for direct online measurement.
Since the ionization occurs at atmospheric pressure, the efficient sampling
of ions into vacuum can be an issue. The CIMS instrument consists of
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four differentially pumped chambers; the first two chambers contain short
segmented quadrupoles used for guiding the ions, the third contains an
ion lens assembly, and the fourth is a TOF analyzer. The first chamber is
maintained at a pressure of around 2 mbar by using a scroll pump. The scroll
pump is also used as the backing pump for a turbo pump. The turbo pump
reduces the pressure inside the mass spectrometer further, with a typical fi-
nal pressure inside the TOF region of 1×10−6 mbar [111] (1 mbar = 100 Pa).

The TOF relies on mass separation at the detector following the free flight
of ions of different masses. Two ions on a path towards the detector that are
formed at the same time, have the same charge, but differ in their masses
reach the detector at different times. The mass to charge m/z ratio is a
function of the time-of-flight: [112]

m/z = 2Est2
f /(2s + x)2, (4.1)

where E is the applied voltage, s is the length of the ion acceleration
region, tf is the total time of flight and x is the length of the flight path.
Theoretically, E, s and x are fixed. Equation 4.1 can be reduced to:

m/z = Kt2
f , (4.2)

where, K is the calibrating factor. The TOF instrument can detect a high
mass range, and has a high resolution due to the use of electrostatic ion
mirrors that reflect the ions and increase the flight path length to the
detector. The ion flight path can be run in either of two modes, V or W .
The letters illustrate the flight paths of the ions inside the TOF. The shorter
flight path V was used in the experimental work reported in this thesis. It
has a resolving power of 3000 Th/Th, which is defined as

R = M/ΔM,

where M is the mass/charge ratio and ΔM is the peak width at the half
maximum.

An illustration of a typical CIMS instrument is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: A typical TOF CIMS instrument. The first section of the TOF-
MS is pumped with a scroll pump, while the other chambers are pumped
using a 3-stage turbo pump. The ion guides include the (red) quadrupoles
and the (green) ion lens stack and they guide the ions to the TOF region.

4.2.1 Ionization

Mass spectrometers that utilize the chemical ionization method to detect
sample molecules have become increasingly useful in the detection of atmo-
spheric trace gases. These instruments offer high sensitivity and a range
of selectivity that depends on the type of reagent ion used for chemical
ionization. These properties are especially important as the molecules that
play a crucial role in atmospheric reactions vary in structure and function-
alities and generally have very low concentrations. In chemical ionization
using a reagent ion, the sample molecules are allowed to interact with the
reagent ion stream for a short time (∼200 ms) in the ion-molecule reaction
(IMR) region before being guided towards the mass analyzer. The analyte
molecules are ionized in multiple ways, such as charge transfer, protonation,
deprotonation, cluster formation, among others. In Articles I, II and
V, the analytes were ionized primarily through cluster formation with the
analyte·reagent ion cluster held together by hydrogen bonds.
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The reagent ions that were studied in this work were all negatively charged
ions (anions). Iodide (I−) and nitrate (NO−

3 ) anions have one or multiple
hydrogen bond acceptor groups and are able to ionize those analytes that
have have at least one or multiple hydrogen bond donating groups. I− can
ionize certain molecules in ways other than forming H-bonded clusters and
these will be described in the following section. Hydrogen bond donating
groups are usually hydroxy, hydroperoxy, carboxylic acid, or peroxy acid
groups, while the hydrogen bond acceptor groups in the reagent ion are
usually oxygen or halogen atoms. The sensitivity of the CIMS methods that
rely on ionization via hydrogen bonded cluster formation is dependent on
the binding strength of the cluster. Weakly bound clusters are more likely
to dissociate inside the IMR region than the more strongly bound clusters.
This directly affects instrument sensitivities.

Picking the right reagent ion

In studies that are focused on detecting and quantifying atmospherically
relevant gas-phase molecules, CIMS has proven to be indispensable. However,
choosing the right reagent ion is important as it directly translates to what
molecules can be efficiently detected. The nitrate ion is highly selective and
is the preferred reagent ion for detecting gas-phase sulfuric acid (H2SO4)
[113, 114, 115, 116], which is detected as the bisulfate ion (HSO−

4 ) via the
following reaction in the ion-molecule reaction chamber of the CIMS:

H2SO4 + NO−
3 → HSO−

4 + HNO3 (4.3)

While the sensitive detection of gas-phase sulfuric acid was pivotal in
popularizing the nitrate reagent ion, it was its high sensitivity and selectivity
towards the higher oxidized SOA precursor molecules that established
it as the standard CIMS method in the atmospheric science community.
[18, 19, 117, 118] The nitrate ion was found to be strongly selective towards
the highly oxidized molecules (with oxygen:carbon atom ratios close to 1 or
higher). This is due to the strong binding free energy of 84.2 kJ/mol [119] of
HNO3·NO−

3 , causing the majority of the nitrate reagent ions to exist in the
dimer form in the ion molecule reaction chamber of the instrument. Only
those analyte molecules that can bind to NO−

3 stronger than HNO3 are
able to steal the charge (and subsequently be detected by the instrument)
via ligand-exchange reactions. This is illustrated in equations 4.4 and 4.5.
The higher oxidized molecules often contain at least two hydrogen bond
donating groups, a characteristic known to lead to a stronger binding with
the NO−

3 anion. [120]

NO−
3 + HNO3 ⇀↽ HNO3 · NO−

3 (4.4)
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HNO3NO−
3 + analyte ⇀↽ HNO3NO−

3 · analyte ⇀↽ HNO3 + analyte · NO−
3

(4.5)
The high selectivity of the nitrate ion towards molecules with multiple
H-bonding groups makes it a poor choice for studying molecules such as
carboxylic acids, halogen oxides, and precursor molecules involved in the
formation of the higher oxidized molecules. [121, 122, 123, 124]

In contrast, acetate-CIMS is a lot less selective as the reagent dimer is
less strongly bound than the nitrate dimer (∼74 kJ/mol in this case). This
means that some of the less oxidized species can have a sufficiently strong
binding free energy to CH3C(O)−, enabling them to steal the ion from
acetic acid by ligand-exchange reactions. [125] A less selective reagent ion
like the acetate anion is beneficial as it extends the list of molecules that
can efficiently be detected. [125, 126, 127, 128, 129]

Because nitrate- and acetate-CIMS have stable reagent ion dimers, and the
sensitivity of the two methods depends on efficient ligand-exchange reactions
between the reagent ions and the target molecules, they have negligible
humidity dependence. [120] In their computational study that compared
the charging of butadiene (isoprene surrogate) oxidation products by differ-
ent reagent ions, Hyttinen et al. found that water binds weakly to nitrate
and acetate reagent ions (relative to the respective reagent ion dimers). [120]

Another popular negative reagent ion in CIMS is the iodide anion. It
has been used to efficiently detect small carboxylic acids and halogen com-
pounds. [130, 131, 132, 133] The iodide anion has a large negative mass
defect (difference between the nominal integer mass and the exact mass of
a molecule) of -0.096. This helps differentiate between the iodide-clustered
and the non-iodide-clustered peaks in the iodide-CIMS mass spectra, mak-
ing the analysis of the spectra easier. Like the acetate ion, iodide can
cluster with the less oxidized molecules. Unlike acetate and nitrate, however,
iodide does not form high steady-state concentrations of I·I− dimers. This
makes this method more susceptible to humidity effects (despite the binding
free energies of I− with one to three water molecules being systematically
lower than those for NO−

3 and CH3C(O)O−, see Hyttinen et al. [120]).
Iodide-CIMS primarily charges sample molecules by forming H-bonded
molecule·I− clusters and can therefore only detect molecules that contain
at least one H-bond donating group. Certain subset of molecules, under
the right conditions, can react with the iodide anion in the CIMS inlet
and produce non-clustered organic ions. Peroxy acids (reaction 4.6) and
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peroxy radicals (reaction 4.7) can decompose into carboxylate ions in water
catalyzed reactions with I−.

RC(O)OOH + I · H2O− → RC(O)O− + HOI + H2O (4.6)

RC(O)OO + I · H2O− → RC(O)O− + IO + H2O (4.7)

The bromide-CIMS method with the Br− reagent anion has recently gar-
nered interest and is reportedly very adept at detecting the hydroperoxyl
radical (HO2) [134, 135]. Like iodide-CIMS, the reagent ions primarily exist
as monomer Br− inside the IMR, and therefore the method has a humidity
dependence. The humidity dependence of Br-CIMS is reportedly stronger
than that of iodide-CIMS because of the stronger binding energy of Br−

with water. [120] In Article V, we demonstrate the ability of the Br-CIMS
method in detecting the oxidation products of α-pinene and cyclohexene.

The inability of one particular CIMS method to identify a wide mass range
of atmospherically relevant gas-phase molecules typifies the limitations of
using single reagent ions. One way to circumvent the blind-spots inherent in
a single reagent ion CIMS method is to use multiple reagent ions in parallel.
A comparison between the nitrate- and iodide-CIMS was drawn in Article
II by considering the detection of the well-established cyclohexene ozonoly-
sis products. In that experimental work, we lacked the means to run the
two ion-modes concurrently, and the experiments were therefore performed
twice, once for each reagent ion, in identical conditions. In Article V, a
new multi-scheme chemical ionization inlet (MION) was used that could
switch between two reagent ions (nitrate and bromide in this case) within a
second time-scale, allowing us to detect α-pinene and cyclohexene ozonolysis
products by both reagent ions in a single experiment. While Article V
only reports the switching between two reagent ions, multiple reagent ions
can be fed into the MION inlet, thereby greatly increasing the number of
molecules that can potentially be detected.

4.3 Sensitivity of a CIMS instrument

For CIMS methods that ionize sample molecules via molecule·reagent ion
cluster formation, their sensitivity for a molecule X depends on the success-
ful transmission of the X·reagent ion cluster to the detector.

The transmission of ion clusters in a CIMS instrument involves passing
through the ion optics of the instrument. This imparts energy on the
clusters via electric fields. A strongly bound cluster should fare better
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than those that are less strongly bound and should therefore be detected
at a relatively high sensitivity. Weakly bound clusters will inevitably have
faster fragmentation rates and are consequently detected at low sensitivities.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the dominant fates of strong and weakly bound clusters
inside a CIMS.

Figure 4.2: Illustration of strong and weak clustering of sample molecules
X and Y with the reagent ion I−. The stronger X · I− cluster survives the
journey through the mass spectrometer to the detector, while the weaker
Y ·I− cluster fragments and is therefore undetected. A weaker cluster binding
energy leads to the fragmentation of more clusters, and this has a direct
relation to instrument sensitivities.

4.3.1 Translating binding energies into approximate instru-
ment sensitivities

The detection efficiency of a CIMS instrument for a particular analyte
depends on whether the analyte·reagent ion cluster remains whole long
enough to reach the detector. More the number of analyte·ion clusters that
reach the detector intact, higher the sensitivity of the instrument for that
particular analyte. The fate of these clusters can be numerous - analyte and
the ion could undergo a chemical reaction forming entirely different species
to the analyte that was initially sampled, the cluster could lose its charge,
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and therefore be undetected, or the cluster could fragment back into the
original constituents. The sensitivity of the CIMS should increase with the
collision rate between the analyte and the reagent ion and decrease with
fragmentation or any other mechanism that limits the detectibility of the
molecule. The collision rates between a particular reagent ion and a neutral
molecule likely does not depend greatly on their identities. This was checked
for the I− reagent ion and a set of atmospherically relevant carboxylic
and dicarboxylic acids in Article I. The collision rates were found to be
within an order of magnitude of each other. Therefore, CIMS sensitivity
is likely mainly controlled by cluster fragmentation. If we consider that
the particular chemical ionization method is entirely "soft" (i.e. the reagent
ion binds with the analyte without fragmenting or reacting with it), the
fragmentation of the cluster back into the analyte and the reagent ion inside
the IMR should be related to the binding energy of the cluster.

The mechanism of fragmentation depends on at least three different cases:

1. Near-immediate fragmentation of the formed cluster in the IMR region
of the CIMS due to energy non-accommodation (imperfect collisional
thermalization). This is important for small molecules with less than
7-8 atoms (see Article I supplementary for details) as the cluster has
too few vibrational modes to efficiently stabilize.

2. Fragmentation of thermalized clusters in the IMR region. If we
consider that there are no barriers to the formation and evaporation
processes, the rate of fragmentation should be relate to exp(-ΔG/RT),
where ΔG is the formation free energy of the cluster, R is the gas
constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin. The more negative the
cluster formation free energy, the slower the fragmentation rate.

3. Non-thermal fragmentation due to energetic collisions with the bath
gas molecules when accelerated in the first three chambers of the
instrument. The extremely low pressures in the TOF region makes it
unlikely that any collisions occur there.

If we consider that the fragmentation mechanism 2) dominates, the relative
sensitivity of the instrument for a particular analyte X and reagent ion R−

can be given by:

d[X · R−]
dt

= kcoll · [X][R−] − kfrag[X · R−], (4.8)

where, kcoll is the analyte-ion collision rate, and kfrag is the thermal fragmen-
tation rate of the cluster. Assuming that the analyte and ion concentrations
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remain approximately constant inside the IMR region (i.e. only a small frac-
tion is depleted by ion-molecule collisions), the expression can be integrated
to obtain an equation for relative sensitivity (i.e. the relative fraction of
[X]· [R−] to [X] at the end of the IMR region):

[X · R−]
[X]

=
kcoll · [R−]

kfrag
(1 − exp(−kfragτ)), (4.9)

where τ is the time the cluster is in the IMR region (generally in the order
of 100 to 200 ms) and we assume the ion-molecule cluster concentration to
be zero at t = 0. Two limiting cases can be identified: for sufficiently strong
clusters, the fragmentation rate is close to zero, the clusters are detected
at "maximum sensitivity", and we obtain (after a Taylor expansion of the
exponential):

[X · R−]
[X]

= kcoll · [R−]τ. (4.10)

The second limiting case is rapid thermal fragmentation of the cluster. In
this case, a steady-state between the collision and fragmentation rates is
obtained inside the IMR region:

[X · R−]
[X]

=
kcoll[R−]

kfrag
. (4.11)

The collision rates between a neutral molecule and an ion can be computed
using the parametrizations developed by Su and Bowers:[136]

βi,j =
qi

2ε0
m

−1
2

red[(4πε0αj)
1
2 + Cμj(

2
πkBT

)
1
2 ], (4.12)

where, βi,j = kcoll, qi is the charge of the ion, ε0 is the vacuum permittiv-
ity, mred is the reduced mass of the two collision partners, and αj and μj

are polarizability and dipole moment of the neutral molecule, respectively.
C ∈ [0, 1] is an empirical factor scaling the importance of the ion-dipole
term. In our calculations, C was given a value of 0.15, which was determined
by Su and Bowers by a fit to experimental data. [136]

The only unknown factor in equation 4.11 is therefore the fragmentation rate
kfrag. An estimation of kfrag can be obtained from elementary transition
state theory (assuming no saddle points) and the equilibrium constant is
the ratio between kcoll and kfrag.

kfrag =
kBT

h
e

−ΔG
RT , (4.13)
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where, kB is the Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck constant. The
equilibrium concentrations of the weakly bound (and therefore rapidly
decomposing) molecule·reagent ion clusters can therefore be calculated using
equation 4.11 and these should relate directly to their CIMS sensitivities.
Whether this was observed to be the case is detailed in Chapter 5.
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Results

5.1 Modeling CIMS sensitivities

In an iodide-CIMS, the I−-anion mostly forms one or more hydrogen bonds
with the H-bond donating functional groups of the neutral sample molecule
(see Figure 5.2). Molecules that offer two H-bond donating groups were
found to cluster more strongly with the I− anion than those with just one.
While this was later shown to be a general pattern by the work of Hyttinen
et al. [120], the work presented here sought to draw a comparison between
the binding strength of the cluster and the sensitivity of one particular type
of CIMS instrument. The sensitivities reported by Lee and Lopez-Hilifiker
et al. [133] for their iodide-CIMS instrument (University of Washington
CIMS, UW-CIMS) were used to make this comparison.

Cluster binding enthalpies were found to be reasonably good indicators of
UW-CIMS sensitivities for a set of small atmospherically relevant carboxylic
and dicarboxylic acids. The log-plot in Figure 5.1 shows the instrument sensi-
tivities as a function of the calculated binding enthalpies for these molecules.
From the molecules studied in Article I, those with the strongest bind-
ing enthalpies to I− were dicarboxylic acids with 3 or more carbon atoms
- malonic and succinic acids (see Figure 5.2 for the cluster geometries).
Though a dicarboxylic acid, oxalic acid has a weak binding enthalpy to I−.
This is likely due to the more constrained hydrogen bonds between the two
hydrogen atoms of the short 2-carbon oxalic acid and I− relative to those of
the longer chained dicarboxylic acids.
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between the calculated binding enthalpies and
CIMS sensitivities. The sensitivities are in units of counts per second (cps)
per parts per trillion (ppt) concentration. Calculations were performed
at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-QZVPP//PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level of
theory.

Figure 5.2: Lowest energy cluster geometries of a) malonic and b) succinic
acids with iodide. Color coding: Grey - carbon, red - oxygen, white -
hydrogen, purple - iodide.

The effective temperature that corresponds to cluster fragmentation
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to give the empirical relationship shown in Figure 5.1 can be checked by
expanding equation 4.13 into its entropic and enthalpic terms:

kfrag =
kBT

h
e

−ΔG
RT =

kBT

h
e

−(ΔH−T ΔS)
RT =

kBT

h
e

ΔS
R e

−ΔH
RT , (5.1)

where, ΔH and ΔS are the cluster formation enthalpy and entropy, respec-
tively. Substituting kfrag in equation 4.11:

[X · R−]
[X]

=
kcoll[R−]h

kBT
e

−ΔS
R e

ΔH
RT (5.2)

The term on the left-hand side of the above equation shows the fraction
of molecule X clustered to the reagent ion and relates to the instrument
sensitivity shown in Figure 5.1. Taking log on both sides (as log sensitivities
were considered in Figure 5.1):

log(
[X · R−]

[X]
= log(

kcoll[R−]h
kBT

e
−ΔS

R ) +
1

RT
ΔH. (5.3)

The first term on the right hand side in equation 5.3 can be considered
a constant as the collision rate varied by less than a factor of 2 for the
studied clusters and the entropy originates from a similar loss in rotational
and translational degrees of freedom. The slope in Figure 5.1 may there-
fore be represented by 1/RT . Using the obtained slope in Article I and
solving for the temperature T results in T =∼1650 K. This shows that
the fragmentation of the clusters is unlikely to be thermal as the tempera-
ture is completely unphysical in the context of a CIMS instrument. The
fragmentation is therefore non-thermal and due to high-energy collisions
of the clusters, likely in the ion guiding sections of the mass spectrome-
ter where they are accelerated towards the detector. It was later shown
that a model from first principles can predict non-thermal fragmentation
inside a mass spectrometer that is in good agreement with experiments. [137]

One of the key results of Article I was that the log-linear plot depict-
ing the iodide-CIMS sensitivities as a function of cluster binding enthalpies
calculated at the low PBE/SDD level of theory showed a reasonable corre-
lation between the two (R2 = 0.66). Two outliers were found at this level,
methacrylic acid and oxalic acid. Both molecules were found to have a
stronger binding enthalpy to I− than what their instrument sensitivities
would indicate. For methacrylic acid, this is due to the fact that the log-
linear relationship drawn in this article likely does not extend indefinitely -
instead the instrument sensitivity as a function of the enthalpy is likely to
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curve towards the axes at high and low binding enthalpies, with values that
are specific to the UW-CIMS instrument. The cluster binding enthalpy of
methacrylic acid with I− approaches that of water·I− (lower limit of the
UW-CIMS detection sensitivity) and is therefore affected by the (probable)
curving of the sensitivity - enthalpy relationship towards the x-axis. The
binding enthalpy (and thus the predicted instrument sensitivity) of oxalic
acid was found to depend strongly on the level of theory used in the compu-
tations. While the binding enthalpy of oxalic acid·I− at the PBE/SDD level
overestimated the sensitivity, the opposite was true at the higher DLPNO-
CCSD(T)/def2-QZVPP//PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level of theory. This is
because the single-point energy correction at the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-
QZVPP level of theory, which is performed on the lowest energy DFT
cluster geometry, was likely not carried out on the actual lowest energy
conformer. In other words, the conformational ordering following the DFT
computations at the PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level of theory were inaccurate.
DLPNO-CCSD(T) energy calculations on the different oxalic acid·I− cluster
conformers revealed an alternative minimum energy structure that was 8.4
kJ/mol lower in DLPNO-CCSD(T)-corrected binding enthalpy. By consid-
ering this cluster conformer, oxalic acid was no longer found to be an outlier.

Lee and Lopez-Hilfiker reported that the sensitivity of the UW-CIMS instru-
ment for HONO and HNO4 decreased with an increase in humidity, while
the sensitivity increased HNO3. [133] The effect of water on the clustering
dynamics of these molecules with I− was studied by looking at their binding
enthalpies with I·H2O− ions as the I− anion is more likely to be hydrated
relative to the neutral molecules. The cluster binding enthalpies of the acids
to I·H2O− was found to be lower by around 12.6 kJ/mol for HONO and
HNO4 and around 4.2 kJ/mol for HNO3 relative to their binding enthalpies
to the non-hydrated I− anion. While the lower binding enthalpy would
indicate a lowering of the instrument sensitivity for these molecules, the
ligand-exchange reaction should favor the evaporation of the water molecule
(since I− clusters more strongly to HONO, HNO3 and HNO4 than to H2O)
stabilizing the cluster through sacrificial cooling, and thereby increasing
the sensitivity of the UW-CIMS for these molecules. Our calculations
would therefore indicate that the hydration of I− by a single water molecule
should have a net positive effect on the instrument sensitivities for all three
molecules. The observed negative effect of humidity on HONO and HNO4
sensitivities are likely due to factors unrelated to cluster binding enthalpies.
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5.2 Detection of the HO2 radical

The empirical relationship between instrument sensitivity and cluster binding
enthalpy from Article I was used to predict the detection of the HO2 radical
by an iodide-CIMS instrument in Article II. The HO2·I− cluster binding
enthalpy was found to be 90.4 kJ/mol at the PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level
and predicted to have an UW-CIMS sensitivity of around 0.40 cps ppt−1.
The HO2 radical was subsequently successfully detected using an iodide-
CIMS in a laboratory setting. The HO2·I− cluster peak in the iodide-CIMS
spectrum is shown in Figure 5.3 with the lowest energy cluster geometry in
the inset.

Figure 5.3: Peak corresponding to the HO2·I− cluster in the iodide-CIMS
spectrum. Inset: Lowest energy cluster geometry optimized at the PBE/aug-
cc-pVTZ-PP level of theory. Color coding: Red - oxygen, white - hydrogen,
purple - iodide.

The predicted sensitivity is close to the actual HO2·I− sensitivity of 0.55
cps ppt−1 derived from the laboratory measurement (see Article II SI).
The result is encouraging as a relatively low level calculation - without the
DLPNO-CCSD(T) single point electronic energy correction for the HO2·I−

binding enthalpy in this case - resulted in a quite accurate prediction of
the actual HO2·I− sensitivity. It is important to note that the theoretical
model is based on a different iodide-CIMS instrument (the UW-CIMS)
and the predicted sensitivities therefore depend on the parameters of that
instrument (such as the electric field strength of the transfer optics). It is
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likely the case that a similar comparison between the predicted and actual
iodide-CIMS (other than the UW-CIMS) sensitivities for an additional
set of molecules will reveal a larger deviation than what was observed for
the HO2·I− case owing to the differences between the parameters of the
particular iodide-CIMS instrument used and the UW-CIMS. However, the
method is unlikely to result in false negatives, especially for the "maximum
sensitivity" molecules (i.e. molecules with strong binding enthalpies in the
maximum sensitivity range are very likely to be detected by an iodide-CIMS).

The proclivity of the I− anion to be hydrated in the iodide-CIMS IMR has
been described in Chapter 4. The humidity dependence of the iodide-CIMS
method is therefore important to consider. In Article II, we found that the
HO2·I− signal showed a strong negative dependence to humidity. A similarly
strong negative humidity dependence was observed by Albrecht et al. [138]
in their HO2 radical detection using a Br-CIMS. This is expected as the
Br− anion is similarly susceptible to hydration (as discussed in Chapter 4).
Note that the ionization in the iodide-CIMS used in Article II was carried
out at 1 atm (atmospheric) pressure, while the Br-CIMS study by Albrecht
et al. used low pressure ionization. This likely affects how hydrated the
reagent ion is inside the IMR. A lower degree of hydration of reagent ions
can be expected in low pressure ionization due to the water molecules likely
evaporating from lack of stabilization from collisions with gas molecules,
while the opposite is the case in atmospheric pressure ionization.

5.3 Detection of VOC oxidation products by I−

and Br− and comparing CIMS methods

In addition to the detection of the HO2 radical, the potential of the iodide-
CIMS to detect the oxidation products of VOCs, specifically cyclohexene,
was investigated in Article II. This was the first time an iodide-CIMS
was used to try to detect the higher oxidized products of VOC oxidation.
As was done with the HO2 radical, the binding enthalpies of some of the
cyclohexene oxidation products with I− were computed. Figure 5.4 shows
the optimized cluster geometries of the computed molecules.
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Figure 5.4: Optimized geometries of cyclohexene ozonolysis derived RO2·I−

a) C6H9O6·I− and closed-shell product·I− b) C6H10O4·I−, c) C6H10O6·I−.
Color coding: Grey - carbon, red - oxygen, white - hydrogen, purple - iodide.

The C6H10O6·I− cluster was the most strongly bound at 102.2 kJ/mol,
but all three molecules had predicted sensitivities between 1 to 4 cps ppt−1

(around that of glyoxylic acid, glycolic acid and formic acid in Figure 5.1).

In addition, the efficiencies of iodide-CIMS and bromide-CIMS in detecting
the oxidation products of VOCs were compared to that of the nitrate-
CIMS in Article II and Article V, respectively. As discussed in Chapter
4, NO−

3 is a highly selective towards the higher oxidized molecules (oxy-
gen:carbon,O:C ratio 1 to 1.5). This was found to be the case for the
oxidation products of both cyclohexene and α-pinene. I− and Br− were
found to be adept at detecting the lower oxidized (0.5 to 0.66). Interestingly,
iodide-CIMS was also quite good at detecting the higher oxidized species
from cyclohexene oxidation (matching that of nitrate-CIMS).

It is important to note here that because the nitrate-CIMS is so selec-
tive, the spectra is a lot less noisy than that of the iodide- or bromide-CIMS.
This makes the peak composition analysis much simpler.

One of the more important computational result of Article II was estab-
lishing the mechanisms of the dehydroxylation and deoxygenation reactions
of peroxy acids and acetyl peroxy radicals in an iodide-CIMS instrument.
Hydrated I− anions were found to abstract an OH (dehydroxylate) from
peroxy acids and an O (deoxygenate) from an acetyl peroxy radical, convert-
ing them both to carboxylate anions. Some of these molecules are therefore
detected as carboxylate anions by the iodide-CIMS instrument and this
should be taken into account when considering sample concentrations.
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5.4 Thermodynamics and kinetics of gas-phase per-
oxy radical reactions

The gas-phase chemistry of RO2 radicals was investigated experimentally in
Article II. In Article III and Article IV, this chemistry was probed in
greater detail using purely computational methods. The radical recycling
reactions RO2 + HO2 → RO + OH + O2 and RO2 + R′O2 → RO + R′O
+ O2 were investigated for first-generation peroxy radicals derived from
the oxidation of select monoterpenes in Article III. The reaction Gibbs
energies were less than 0 for both reactions for all of the studied systems
(indicating that the reaction is thermodynamically favorable). The reactions
were more exothermic for RO2 derived from O3 oxidation than those from
OH and NO3 oxidation, indicating that these reactions are likely more
important for the O3 oxidized systems.

The primary result of Article III is that RO2 + HO2 and RO2 and
R′O2 reactions for monoterpene-derived first-generation peroxy radicals can
lead to radical products in the atmosphere. The alkoxy radical products can
continue to undergo reactions that could potentially lead additional HOM
formation. The generation of the OH radical as a product helps recycle the
oxidant, increasing the oxidative capacity of the immediate atmosphere.

While the transition states for the two studied reactions were not com-
puted for the monoterpene-derived first-generation peroxy radicals, some
general mechanistic assumption were made based on the entropy penalties
to the transition state and intermediate complexes relative to the separated
products to deduce the atmospheric relevance of these reactions. Figure 5.5
shows the stationary points of the studied RO2 + HO2 reaction for a model
OH-oxidized RO2 CH2(OH)CH2OO in terms of enthalpy, entropy contribu-
tion to Gibbs energy, at 298.15 K, and Gibbs energy. This temperature is a
relevant atmospheric temperature where these reactions occur. The parame-
ters can be re-calculated for a different temperature by using equation 3.21.
From the reaction Gibbs energy, an estimation of the Gibbs energy of the
TS can be made from the entropy contribution to the Gibbs energy of the
TS relative to the products (around 84 kJ/mol above the products) and
the lowering of the TS enthalpy due to an intra-molecular H-bond in the
TS complex (around 42 kJ/mol). The mechanistic assumptions made are
described in detail in Article III.
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Figure 5.5: Reaction stationary points for the RO2 + HO2 for a model
system oxidized via OH addition. Only the rate limiting TS is shown and
the intermediate and TS complexes between that and the products are not
shown. The energetics are shown in terms of enthalpy (red lines), entropy
contribution to Gibbs energies (-TΔS at T = 298.15 K; blue lines), and
Gibbs energies (green lines). Also shown is the lowest energy intermediate
and TS complex geometries. Molecule color coding: Grey - carbon, red -
oxygen, white - hydrogen.

5.5 Kinetics of RO2 + RO reaction on the singlet
surface

In Article IV, the kinetics of the peroxy radical reactions with OH and
alkoxy radicals were investigated computationally. For the RO2 + OH
reaction, non-alkyl carbonyl-containing β-oxo and acetyl type RO2s were
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considered (since similar studies on alkyl-type RO2 have been carried out
previously). While the results for the β-oxo system were similar to those of
the alkyl systems, i.e., the formation of an ROOOH adduct and RO + HO2
as its most likely breakup channel, the likely product channel for the acetyl
system is the formation of acetic acid and a singlet O2. The stationary
points of the RO2 + OH reaction for the β-oxo and acetyl RO2s are shown
in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: Stationary points of the RO2 + OH reaction for a) β-oxo-type
RO2 CH(O)CH2OO and b) acetyl-type CH3C(O)OO on the singlet surface
calculated at the ROHF-ROCCSD(T)-F12a/VDZ-F12//ωB97X-D/aug-cc-
pVTZ level. The energetics of the β-oxo case are relative to the reactants
RO2 + OH (not shown). Note: ROH in b) is not an alcohol but a carboxylic
acid.

The R′O2 + RO reaction was computed for 2-carbon model alkyl, β-oxo
and acetyl peroxy and alkoxy systems in Article IV and were found to
form an R′OOOR trioxide adduct. The R′O2 + RO association reaction
was found to be barrierless following a relaxed scan over the R′OO· · · OR
bond length of the optimized adduct at the UωB97X-D/6-31+G* level of
theory. Once formed, the R′OOOR adduct can decompose back to the
reactants R′O2 + RO (or to RO2 + R′O), form a Criegee intermediate
(R.

−HOO.) and an alcohol or carboxylic acid (ROH/R(O)OH), or form a
hydroperoxide (ROOH) and a carbonyl compound (R=O). The most likely
decomposition pathway of R′OOOR was found to be back into R′O2 + RO
(or RO2 + R′O) for all studied systems. The lifetimes of these adducts were
calculated by incorporating the computed thermochemical data into the
master equation solver for multi energy well reactions (MESMER) program.
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The collisional stabilization of the R′OOOR adducts were calculated using
the collisional energy transfer Edown model for N2 bath gas.

The lifetimes of these adducts differed significantly for the different re-
acting radical structures. The adducts formed following the R′O2 + RO
reaction where one of the reactant radicals was of the acetyl type were found
to have a significantly shorter lifetime (0.01 - 0.1 seconds) in comparison
to non-acetyl containing systems (or when both reacting radicals were of
the acetyl type). This is due the resonance stabilization between the two
oxygen atoms of the nascent acetyl alkoxy radical, lowering this product
channel energy substantially.

The longest R′OOOR adduct lifetime corresponded to the β-oxo-β-oxo
system (100 seconds).
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Conclusions

6.1 Article I: Cluster binding enthalpies and iodide-
CIMS sensitivities

The iodide-CIMS has been used to detect small organic and inorganic acids,
and halogen species. In Article I, molecule·I− cluster binding enthalpies
were calculated and then compared to the reported UW-CIMS instrument
sensitivities for a set of these molecules. A log-linear plot was drawn, which
showed a reasonable correlation between the calculated binding strength
of the clusters and the reported instrument sensitivities. Such a plot is a
useful tool when speculating whether a certain molecule will be detected by
a specific CIMS method.

One of the key results of this article was that low-level computational
calculations (and therefore rapid and computationally inexpensive) were
able to provide a good correlation between cluster binding enthalpies and
iodide-CIMS sensitivities. The use of the higher DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-
QZVPP//PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level of theory was found to improve the
correlation further. However, there were outliers, such as the "maximum
sensitivity" molecules. These molecules were detected at the maximum
possible sensitivity of the iodide-CIMS and were only constrained by the
collision frequencies of the sample molecules and I− anions in the IMR of
the instrument. Our calculations underpredicted the binding enthalpies
of these compounds to I− and this method can therefore give false nega-
tives, or molecules that are found to bind weakly to I− from the quantum
chemical calculations, but are actually detected at maximum sensitivities.
Examples of such outliers were methylerythritol and levoglucosan. However,
our data set contained only one false positive, i.e. an over prediction of the
binding enthalpy relative to the detected sensitivity, at the low PBE/SDD
level of theory and no false positives at the higher DLPNO-CCSD(T)/def2-
QZVPP//PBE/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP level of theory.
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While the binding enthalpy vs UW-CIMS sensitivities gave a reasonable cor-
relation, the fragmentation of the molecule·I− clusters are likely non-thermal
and due to their energetic collisions with bath-gas molecules inside the mass
spectrometer. This model can be significantly improved by considering the
non-thermal fragmentation rates using models developed by for example
Zapadinsky et al. [139]

6.2 Article II: Theoretical and experimental study
of the detection of HO2 radical and the prod-
ucts of cyclohexene ozonolysis using iodide-
CIMS

The theoretical study in Article I on the efficiency of iodide-CIMS to detect
a set of small carboxylic and inorganic acids was followed by investigating
the efficiency of this method to detect the HO2 radical and the oxidation
products of cyclohexene. Computational calculations on the molecule·I−

cluster binding enthalpies helped predict the detectibility of these molecules
by an iodide-CIMS before their actual detection in a laboratory setting.

The experimental comparison between the nitrate- and iodide-CIMS meth-
ods showed the iodide-CIMS is able to pick up the lower-oxidized products
more efficiently than nitrate-CIMS. The higher-oxidized molecules were
detected similarly well by both methods. One draw back of the iodide-CIMS
method is that its low-selectivity makes the analysis of its spectra difficult;
the spectra is more noisy compared to the nitrate-CIMS.

6.3 Article III: Thermodynamics of RO2 + HO2
and RO2 + RO2 reactions that lead to radical
recycling

The study of the gas-phase chemistry of RO2 radicals was continued in
Article III but a switch to a pure theoretical study was made. The ther-
modynamics of two important RO2 bimolecular reactions in the atmosphere
that can lead to radical recycling; RO2 + HO2 and RO2 + RO2 were inves-
tigated. The molecules that were studied were OH, NO3 and O3 oxidized
first-generation RO2 products of α-pinene, β-pinene, limonene, trans-β-
ocimene and Δ3-carene. The results indicated that these radical recycling
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product channels are likely most important for the O3 oxidized systems, and
especially so for β-pinene. The recycling of radical species likely contribute
measurably to SOA formation by not terminating the processes that lead
to the formation of low volatile compounds.

6.4 Article IV: Mechanism to form stable adducts
from gas-phase reactions of alkoxy and peroxy
radicals

Article IV continued the theoretical investigation into the gas-phase reac-
tions of RO2 by looking at other bimolecular reaction partners, namely OH
and RO. The mechanism for the reaction between RO2 + OH for model "Rs"
of types β-oxo CH(O)CH2 and acetyl CH3C(O)OO, and for the reaction
between RO2 + RO for the model "R" of type alkyl CH3CH2 in addition to
the previous two showed that both reactions go through a trioxide adduct;
ROOOH and ROOOR, respectively.

In the first reaction, the ROOOH adduct corresponding to the β-oxo system
will likely decompose into the products RO and HO2, while that correspond-
ing to the acetyl system will likely decompose into the products R(O)OH
and O2. For the R′O2 + RO reactions, the R′OOOR adducts were most
likely to decompose back into R′O2 + RO (RO2 + R′O), with the systems
that contained one acetyl radical decomposing the fastest (i.e. β-oxo-acetyl -
CH(O)CH2OOOC(O)CH3 and alkyl-acetyl - CH3CH2OOOC(O)CH3), with
a lifetime of ∼0.01 seconds. The β-oxo-β-oxo system was found to have the
longest lifetime of 100 seconds. Some of these molecules can therefore have
significant lifetimes and, if sufficiently involatile, can directly play a role in
SOA formation in the form of condensing vapors.

6.5 Article V: Rapid switching between reagent
ions and the detection of VOC oxidation prod-
ucts

The purely experimental Article V followed up on the reagent ion com-
parison carried out in Article II with a sophisticated new MION inlet
system capable of rapid switching between reagent ions. Two reagent ions,
Br− and NO−

3 were used concomitantly to detect the oxidation products
of cyclohexene and α-pinene. This study was a step up from the previous
one as it was possible to keep the experimental conditions exactly the same
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for the two reagent ions. This allowed for a direct comparison between the
two spectra. The MION inlet is a powerful tool that allows the probing of
important gas-phase chemistry.
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